Cozy Pools & Spas
1001 Twin Arch Road
Mt. Airy, MD 21771
Phone: (301) 829-4008 Fax: (301) 829-1755
cozypools.com ~~~ cozypools@gmail.com
Customer Requesting Service: __________________________________________________
Date: ________________ Phone: ______________________________________________ __
Contact: _____________________________________________________________________
Location of Service: ___________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________ __
WE HEREBY SUBMIT SPECIFICATIONS AND ESTIMATES FOR THE FOLLOWING

Cozy’s Swimming Pool Maintenance Program to pool located at above address
“Location of Service” charges for services provided will be made to customer
“Customer Requesting Service” credit card below on a monthly basis or as
services are provided. Your stock of BioGuard chemicals will be added, as
needed. We will charge credit card for any additional chemicals that are needed
and not in your stock.
MASTER/VISA/DISCOVER/AMEX: CREDIT CARD
#______________________________ EXP: ________Service Code: _____
Name on Card: __________________________________________________
Address of billing:
_________________________________________________________________
Signature: ___________________________________ Date: ________________

Customer may need to provide the pool with maintenance
between Cozy’s visits.
This may be necessary due to events such as rain storms, algae contamination, high
winds or excessive heat. This may require that the customer perform interim task
such as: adding extra chemicals, emptying Polaris bag, cleaning the skimmer
baskets, backwashing filter or brushing. Time allotted is up to 1 hour per visit as
needed. If requested Cozy can provide extra visits or additional time (for storm
clean up or parties for example) at a charge of $65 per half hour.
Day of service cannot be guaranteed and is dependent on jobsite location, weather
and may change as the season progresses.

SWIMMING POOL MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
**Your stock of BioGuard Chemicals will be added, as needed. We will bill for
any additional chemicals that are needed and not in your stock.

Weekly or Bi-Weekly Maintenance: $115.00 Each Visit
Service includes:
Vacuum pool, as needed
Test water chemistry
Brush walls, and skim pool surface
Empty skimmer baskets
Bucket off deck area
Empty cleaner of any debris
Backwash filter, as needed

Vacation service: $115 Each Visit
Service includes:
Empty skimmer and pump baskets Backwash filter
Test water chemistry
Vacuum pool as needed
POOL INFORMATION Filter Type? Sand - Cartridge - D.E.
Attached Spa? Yes - No
Septic Tank? Yes - No
Auto Cleaner? Type
Heater? Leave at Temp?
Chemical Feeder? Manufacturer? Model?
Backwash Area?

